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Abstract
It is known that the Maxwell theory in D dimensions can be written in a first order
form (in derivatives) by introducing a totally antisymmetric field which leads to a (D−3)-
form dual theory. Remarkably, one can replace the antisymmetric field by a symmetric
rank two tensor (Wµν = Wνµ). Such master action establishes the duality between the
Maxwell-theory and a fourth order higher rank model in a D-dimensional flat space time.
A naive generalization to the curved space shows a connection between the recently found
D = 4 critical gravity and the Maxwell theory plus a coupling term to the Ricci tensor
(RµνA
µAν). The mass of the spin-1 particle which appears in the D = 4 critical gravity
linearized around anti-de Sitter space is the same one obtained from the Ricci coupling
term. We also work out, in flat space time, the explicitly massive case (Maxwell-Proca)
which is dual to a second order theory for Wµν .
∗Partially supported by CNPq
†Supported by CAPES
1
1 Introduction
The power of duality in field theory can hardly be underestimated, specially if we take into
account the variety of applications of the AdS/CFT conjecture [1], see e.g. [2]. An earlier
example where duality has also played an important role is the rigorous proof of confinement
in a four dimensional (supersymmetric) field theory [3]. Those are examples of interacting
theories.
In free (quadratic) field theories a typical approach to duality makes use of a master action
[4] which depends on two different fields. Schematically, for massless fields, one starts from a
Lagrangian density L [A,B] = BB + 2ADˆB where Dˆ is some differential operator. On one
hand, the Gaussian integral over the the B field furnishes L [A] = ADˆ†DˆA while the path
integral over the A field leads to the functional constraint DˆB = 0 whose general solution B(C)
introduces another field C. Back in the master action we get L [C] = B(C)B(C) which is dual
to L [A]. Along those lines the authors of [5] have shown the duality between a massless scalar
field (zero-form) and a massless 2-form in D = 3 + 1 dimensions. Later this was generalized
to p-form and (D − 2− p)-form duality, see for instance [6].
For massive particles we have duality between a p-form and a (D − p − 1)-form. Now
the master action is a bit different since we have also a quadratic term in the A field such
that we can obtain the dual theories by Gaussian integrating either the B field or the A field.
Usually, there is no constraint to be solved in the massive case. We review this procedure
in both massless and massive cases in subsections 2.1 and 3.1 respectively. There we also
introduce sources and determine a local correspondence (dual map) between the dual theories
which guarantees equivalence of correlation functions up to contact terms. Although the above
dualities involve free theories, they may suggest new interesting interacting theories as in [7].
For our purposes it is important to consider L [A,B] as a lower order (in derivatives)
version of L [A] and notice that there is no need of using antisymmetric fields to decrease the
order. Our starting point here is a first order version of the Maxwell theory in D dimensions
obtained in [8] with the help of a rank-two symmetric tensor. In section 2.2 we obtain, in
flat space, the dual to the Maxwell theory by solving a functional constraint. We compare
correlation functions of gauge invariants in both dual theories. We make some comments
on a possible curved space version of this master action. In the curved space the Maxwell
action is modified by a an interaction with the Ricci tensor: RµνA
µAν . On the dual side,
a naive solution of the constraint equation leads to a dual gravitational theory in D = 4
which has been recently considered [9] in the literature and known to possess spin-1 massive
particles in the spectrum after linearization around AdS spaces [10]. The mass of those spin-1
particles perfectly agrees with the one obtained in the dual vector theory when we consider
the additional term RµνA
µAν .
In section 3.2 we work out the massive formulation of the master action of [8] and show the
duality between the Maxwell-Proca model in a flat space withD dimensions and a second order
model for the rank-two symmetric field (SW ). In the last section we draw some conclusions. In
the appendix we run the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm in the Hamiltonian approach as a double
check on unitarity and the counting of degrees of freedom for the dual SW theory.
2
2 The massless case
2.1 (D − 3)-form / 1-form duality
In this section we recall the (D − 3)-form dual theory to the Maxwell theory and establish a
local dual map between correlation functions in both theories.
It is known that in D-dimensions we can rewrite the Maxwell theory in a first-order form
by using a totally antisymmetric tensor of rank D − 2, i.e., a (D − 2)-form. Namely1,
L [A,B, J ] = −(D − 2)!
4
B2µ1···µD−2 +
ǫµ1···µD
2
Bµ1···µD−2∂µD−1AµD +Bµ1···µD−2J
µ1···µD−2. (1)
We have introduced a source term. Integrating over the (D − 2)-form Bµ1···µD−2 in a path
integral we have the Maxwell theory plus source terms:
L [A, J ] = −1
4
F 2µν +
1
2(D − 2)!ǫµ1···µDJ
µ1···µD−2∂µD−1AµD +
J2µ1···µD−2
2(D − 2)! (2)
On the other hand, if we integrate over the vector field we obtain a functional delta function
enforcing the vector constraint:
ǫµ1···µD∂µD−1Bµ1···µD−2 = 0 (3)
whose general solution introduces a (D − 3)-form: Bµ1···µD−2 = ∂[µD−2Cµ1···µD−3]. Back in (1)
we have a dual model to the Maxwell theory:
L [C, J ] = −(D − 2)!
4
(
∂[µD−2Cµ1···µD−3]
)2
+ Jµ1···µD−2∂[µD−2Cµ1···µD−3] (4)
Thus, we end up with the known duality between a 1-form and a (D − 3)-form which is a
particular case of the p-form and (D−p−2)-form duality for massless particles. Furthermore,
by taking functional derivatives with respect to the source we have the local dual map:
∂[µD−2Cµ1···µD−3] ↔
ǫµ1···µD∂
µD−1AµD
2 (D − 2)! (5)
The map connects gauge invariant quantities in both theories L [C, J ] and L [A, J ]. It is such
that the correlation functions of the left-hand side of (5) calculated in the theory (4) agree
with the correlation functions of the right-hand side of (5) calculated in the theory (2) up to
contact terms which have no particle content and stem from the quadratic term in the source
in (2). The correspondence (5) also maps the equations of motion (in the absence of sources)
of (2) and (4) into each other.
1In this work we use ηµν = (−,+, · · · ,+) and ǫµ1µ2···µkµk+1···µDǫµ1µ2···µkνk+1···νD = −k! (D − k)! det δνjµi .
Moreover for totally antisymmetric indices we have [α1 · · ·αN ] =
∑
P (−1)PP (α1, · · · , αN ) /N ! while (αβ) =
(αβ + βα) /2 .
3
2.2 Fourth order Maxwell dual
Remarkably, one can use instead of a (D− 2)-form a symmetric tensor Wµν =Wνµ to rewrite
the Maxwell theory in a first-order form:
S [A,W, T ] =
∫
dD x
(
W µνWµν − W
2
D − 1 + 2W
µν∂(µAν) +WµνT
µν
)
(6)
where W = W µµ . As far as we know, the above theory has first appeared in the appendix of
[8] in the case of D = 4 dimensions. Its D-dimensional generalization is trivial from formulas
of [8]. We have added an external source term WµνT
µν . Despite of depending only on the
symmetric combination ∂(µAν) = (∂µAν + ∂νAµ) /2, the action (6) is equivalent to the Maxwell
theory. This can be made clear rewriting (6), after neglecting a surface term, as:
S [A,W, T ] =
∫
dDx
{[
W µν + ∂(µAν) − ηµν∂ · A+ T
µν
2
− η
µνT
2
]2
− 1
D − 1
[
W − (D − 1)
(
∂ · A+ T
2
)]2
− 1
4
F 2µν (7)
+ T µν
[
ηµν∂ ·A− ∂(µAν)
]
+
T 2 − T 2µν
4
}
After the shift W µν = W˜ µν − ∂(µAν)− T µν/2+ ηµν (∂ ·A + T/2) we have two decoupled mass
terms without dynamics for the W˜µν fields plus the Maxwell theory and source terms. After
integrating over W˜µν we have the Lagrangian density:
L [A, T ] = −1
4
F 2µν + T
µν
[
ηµν∂ · A− ∂(µAν)
]
+
T 2 − T 2µν
4
(8)
Formula (7) makes patent the invariance of (6), in the absence of sources, under the gauge
transformations [8]:
δ Aµ = ∂µφ ; δ Wµν = θµνφ ⇒ δW = (D − 1)φ (9)
Where we define the projection operators:
θαβ = (ηαβ − ωαβ) , ωαβ = ∂α∂β

(10)
On the other hand, if we start from the action (6) and integrate over the vector field we
get the functional constraint below which plays the role of (3) :
∂µWµν = 0 (11)
In D = 1 + 1 the reader can check that the general solution, linear in fields, of (11), i.e.,
Wµν = ǫ
δ
µ ǫ
γ
ν ∂δ∂γh is pure gauge Wµν = θµνh. This is in agreement with the fact that we
have D − 2 degrees of freedom for a massless spin-1 particle in D-dimensions.
In D = 2+1, the general solution of (11), linear in fields, is given byWµν = ǫ
αδ
µ ǫ
βγ
ν ∂δ∂γhαβ
where hαβ = hβα. Plugging it back in (6), at T
µν = 0, we have the linearized version of the
massless limit [11] of the new massive gravity [7], the so called K-term :
4
S∗ [h] =
∫
d3 x
[√−g(R2µν − 38R2
)]
hh
=
∫
d3 xhαβ
(
2θαµθβν −θαβθµν) hµν (12)
where gµν = ηµν+hµν . Although of fourth-order, the K-model is unitary [11, 12] and describes
one massless mode in agreement with its dual theory (Maxwell) which is on its turn equivalent
to a massless scalar theory in D = 2 + 1. The duality between the K-term and the Maxwell
theory inD = 2+1 is not new [13]. However, in [13] the K-model appears upon integration over
a symmetric rank-2 tensor while the Maxwell action is obtained via solution of a constraint
equation, in this sense the master action (1) is dual to the corresponding one of [13]. We also
notice that the gauge symmetry δWµν = θµνφ follows from the linearized Weyl symmetry
δhµν = ηµνφ of (12).
For arbitrary dimensions D ≥ 2 the general solution of (11), linear in fields, is given by
Wµν = ǫ
α1···αD−2δ
µ ǫ
β1···βD−2γ
ν ∂δ∂γh[α1···αD−2][β1···βD−2] (13)
where h[α1···αD−2][β1···βD−2] = h[β1···βD−2][α1···αD−2].
Alternatively, we can write, as in the D = 3 + 1 case treated in [14], the general solution
(13) as
Wµν = ∂
δ∂γBµδνγ (14)
where
Bµδνγ = ǫ
α1···αD−2
µδ ǫ
β1···βD−2
νγ h[α1···αD−2][β1···βD−2] (15)
Substituting the general solution in (1) we have a dual fourth-order description of the Maxwell
theory in any dimension D ≥ 3:
S∗ [h] =
∫
dD x
[(
∂δ∂γBµδνγ
)2 −
(
∂δ∂γBµδµγ
)2
D − 1 + ∂
δ∂γBµδνγT
µν
]
(16)
where Bµδνγ(h) is given in (15). In D = 3 + 1 the same theory was obtained before [14] in a
different approach and shown to be unitary by means of a canonical analysis. In D = 2 + 1,
as we have already mentioned, the theory is also unitary. Based on the master action (6) we
believe that unitarity will hold in arbitrary dimensions as a consequence of the unitarity of
the Maxwell theory and the fact that (13) is the general solution of (11).
As we have done in the last subsection, see (5), we can compare correlation functions of
gauge invariants in both theories, i.e., Maxwell, see (8), and its dual S∗ [h]. Perhaps, the
most natural invariant under (9) in the dual theory S∗ [h] is ∂µWµν . However, due to the
functional constraint (11) its correlation functions are trivial (vanish). Later we will see that
they correspond to correlation functions of −∂µFµν(A)/2 in the Maxwell theory up to contact
terms. In searching for a nontrivial gauge invariant, we consider that on the Maxwell side the
basic local gauge invariant is the antisymmetric tensor (Fαβ) and on the dual side we must
take at least one derivative of Wµν in order to have invariance under (9). So we can think of
taking linear combinations of ∂αWβν − ∂βWαν and (ηαν∂β − ηβν∂α)W . Along this way we end
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up with the gauge invariant below which has nonvanishing correlation functions in the dual
theory S∗ [h]
G[αβ]ν ≡ ∂αWβν − ∂βWαν + (ηαν∂β − ηβν∂α)
D − 1 W . (17)
Replacing the source term T µνWµν by a new one T
[αβ]νG[αβ]ν in (6), it is clear that we can keep
the gauge invariance of the action without requiring any constraint on the sources. Integrating
by parts one derivative we can rewrite the source term once again in the form T˜ µνWµν where
T˜ µν contain combinations of one derivative of T [αβ]ν, so we can still use the action (8) replacing
T µν by T˜ µν . This procedure leads to the dual map,
G[αβ]ν ↔ −1
2
∂νFαβ , (18)
Thus, correlation functions of G[αβ]ν in the dual theory S
∗ [h] correspond to correlation func-
tions of ∂νFαβ/2 in the Maxwell theory up to contact terms which are due to quadratic terms
in T µν in (8). From those correlation functions we can infer the correlations of Fµν .
Now we finish this section commenting on a possible curved space generalization of the
S∗ [h]/Maxwell duality. The natural curved space version of the master action (6), in the
absence of sources, is given by:
S [A,W, T ] =
∫
dD x
√−g
(
W µνWµν − W
2
D − 1 + 2W
µν∇(µAν)
)
=
∫
dDx
√−g
{(
W µν +∇(µAν) − gµν∇ ·A)2 − [W − (D − 1)∇ · A]2
D − 1
− 1
4
F 2µν +RµνA
µAν
}
=
∫
dD x
√−g
(
W˜ µνW˜µν − W˜
2
D − 1 −
1
4
F 2µν +RµνA
µAν
)
(19)
Where ∇µ is the curved space covariant derivative and W˜µν = Wµν +∇(µAν) − gµν∇ ·A.
The Ricci tensor Rµν has appeared due to the non-commutativity of the covariant deriva-
tives: ∇µ∇νAν = ∇ν∇µAν − RµνAν . In (19) we have two trivial (non-dynamic) terms for
W˜µν decoupled from the vector field. After neglecting those trivial terms we end up with the
Maxwell theory plus a Ricci “mass term” in the curved space. So, the minimal coupling to
gravity in the master action (6) originates a non-minimal coupling for the massless vector field
which breaks the U(1) gauge symmetry.
On the other hand, integrating over the vector field Aµ in the first line of (19) we have the
curved space version of the constraint (3):
∇µWµν = 0 (20)
We do not know its general solution but we can certainly begin with the lowest order terms in
derivatives of the metricWµν(g) = a0 gµν+a2 (Rµν − gµνR/2)+a4Kµν+ · · · where a0, a2, a4, · · ·
are arbitrary constant coefficients. The tensor Kµν = (1/
√−g)δS4/δgµν is obtained from a
6
general fourth-order Lagrangian density which can be written as L4 = αR2 + βR2µν + γLGB,
where α, β, γ are arbitrary constants and the Gauss-Bonnet term is LGB = R2µναβ−4R2µν+R2.
Plugging the solution Wµν(g) back in the first line of (19) we get:
S [Wµν(g)] =
∫
dDx
√−g
{
a20D
D − 1 + a0a2
D − 2
D − 1R + a
2
2
[
R2µν −
D
4(D − 1)R
2
]
− 2a0a4
(D − 1)K + · · ·
}
(21)
where the dots stand for terms of sixth or higher order in derivatives of the metric and
K = gµνKµν =
4−D
2
(
αR2 + βR2µν + γLGB
)
+
[
2α(D − 1) + β D
2
+ 4γ
]
∇µ∇µR−4γ∇µ∇νRµν
(22)
The last two terms of (22) are total derivatives which can be neglected in (21) for arbitrary
D-dimensions. In D = 4 we can discard K completely and (21) becomes exactly, dropping
the dots, the critical gravity theory recently found in [9].
Upon linearization around an AdS background Rµν = Λgµν the authors of [10] have shown
the existence of “Proca-log-modes” in the critical gravity theory in D = 4. Those spin-1
massive modes can be derived from a curved space Lagrangian density, in the notation2 of
[10], of the Maxwell-Proca form LMP = −F 2µν/4+ 3m2σ AµAµ. This is in full agreement with
(19) since the criticality condition [9] requires Λ = 3σm2 in the notation of [10]. A unitary
theory requires the unusual sign σ < 0 for the Einstein-Hilbert term as in the D = 3 case [13]
which is an earlier example of a critical gravity.
Regarding the general case of critical gravity in D-dimensions (see [16]) we must mention
that the mass of the Proca modes predicted by (19) is still in agreement with the results
obtained for the critical gravity but in the absence of the Gauss-Bonnet term where the
criticality condition becomes, in the notation of [10], Λ = (D−1)σm2. From the point of view
of (21) we must set a4 = a6 = · · · = 0. Apparently, the key point is to make sure that upon
linearization the solution Wµν(g) is in fact a general solution to the constraint (20) without
redundancies. We believe that possible redundancies can be eliminated by field redefinitions.
We finish this section by mentioning that, alternatively, in order to keep the U(1) gauge
invariance in the curved space we could have added the non-minimal coupling term with
negative sign −RµνAµAν to the first line of (19) such that we end up with the pure Maxwell
theory in the curved space after the shifts in the Wµν fields. At the level of master action the
U(1) gauge invariance would be restored in the curved space. However, due to this new term
there would be no functional constraint equation for the Wµν fields and we could in principle
Gaussian integrate over the vector field and obtain a dual theory containing the exotic term
∇µWµν(R−1)νβ∇αWαβ which involves the inverse of the Ricci tensor. It is not yet clear if
this a consistent solution, even for special backgrounds, to the gravitational coupling problem
mentioned in [14]. We are still investigating this possibility.
2The notation of [10] can be recovered by matching the coefficients of the terms proportional to a0a2 and
a2
2
. This leads to a2 = 1/(κm
√
D − 2) and a0 = mσ(D− 1)/(κ
√
D − 2), up to an overall sign. The coefficient
of the a2o term (cosmological term) in (21) comes out correctly without any fit just like the relative coefficient
between R2µν and R
2 inside the term proportional to a2
2
.
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3 The massive case
3.1 (D − 2)-form/1-form duality
This subsection parallels the subsection 1.1. Adding a mass term and a source term for the
vector field in (1) we have the master action, see [17],
Lm(A,B) = −(D − 2)!
4
B2µ1···µD−2 +
1
2
ǫµ1···µDBµ1···µD−2∂µD−1AµD
+ Bµ1···µD−2J
µ1···µD−2 − m
2
2
AµA
µ + JµA
µ (23)
Integrating over Bµ1···µD−2 in the path integral we have the Maxwell-Proca theory plus source
dependent terms:
Lm(A) = −1
4
F 2 − m
2
2
AµA
µ + JµA
µ
+
ǫµ1···µDJµ1···µD−2∂µD−1AµD
(D − 2)! +
J2µ1···µD−2
(D − 2)! (24)
On the other hand, integrating over the vector field in (23) we have the Kalb-Ramond (D−2)-
form dual model:
Lm(B) = − [(D − 1)!]
3
4m2
(
∂[µ1Bµ2···µD−1]
)2 − (D − 2)!
4
B2µ1···µD−2
+ Bµ1···µD−2J
µ1···µD−2 − ǫ
µ1···µDJµD∂µD−1Bµ1···µD−2
m2
+
JµJ
µ
m2
(25)
Comparing (24) with (25) we can calculate correlation functions in the Kalb-Ramond model
in terms of correlations in the Maxwell-Proca theory and vice-versa by using the dual maps
below respectively:
Bµ1···µD−2 ↔
ǫ
µD−1µD
µ1···µD−2 ∂µD−1AµD
(D − 2)! (26)
Aµ ↔ −ǫ
µ1···µD−1µ∂µD−1Bµ1···µD−2
m2
(27)
Notice that in the massive case we do not need to worry about gauge invariance. The maps
(26) and (27) are consistent with each other up to contact terms as expected. This completes
the 1-form/(D−2)-form duality which is a special case of the p-form/(D−1−p)-form duality
for massive theories.
3.2 SW/Maxwell-Proca duality
Similarly we can define the massive version of (6),
Sm [W,A] =
∫
dD x
(
W µνWµν − W
2
D − 1 + 2W
µν∂(µAν) − m
2
2
AµAµ + J · A
)
(28)
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which can be written as
Sm =
∫
dDx
{(
W µν + ∂(µAν) − ηµν∂ · A)2 − [W − (D − 1)∂ · A]2
D − 1
− 1
4
F 2µν −m2
A2
2
+ J ·A
}
(29)
Thus, after a shift in Wµν , we have the Proca action plus some decoupled mass terms for
Wµν which can be dropped, whereas integrating over the vector field and rescaling Wµν →
mWµν/
√
2 we get
Sm = SW +
∫
dD x
[
J2
2m2
−
√
2 Jµ∂νWµν
m2
− m
2
2
(
Aµ +
2∂νWµν
m
− Jµ
m2
)2]
(30)
where
SW =
∫
dD x
[
(∂νWµν)
2 +
m2
2
(
W 2µν −
W 2
D − 1
)]
(31)
After a shift in Aµ in (30) it is clear that SW must be dual to the Maxwell-Proca theory.
Indeed, from (31) we can read off the propagator :
〈
W λµ(x)Wαβ(y)
〉
=
{
P
(2)
SS
m2
− P
(1)
SS
−m2 +
[
2 (D − 1)
m2
+ 2−D
]
P
(0)
SS
m2
−
√
D − 1
m2
(
P
(0)
SW + P
(0)
WS
)}λµ
αβ
, (32)
where the differential operators are defined as(
P
(2)
SS
)λµ
αβ
=
1
2
(
θλαθ
µ
β + θ
µ
αθ
λ
β
)− θλµθαβ
D − 1 , (33)
(
P
(1)
SS
)λµ
αβ
=
1
2
(
θλα ω
µ
β + θ
µ
α ω
λ
β + θ
λ
β ω
µ
α + θ
µ
β ω
λ
α
)
, (34)
(
P
(0)
SS
)λµ
αβ
=
1
D − 1 θ
λµθαβ ,
(
P
(0)
WW
)λµ
αβ
= ωλµωαβ , (35)
(
P
(0)
SW
)λµ
αβ
=
1√
D − 1 θ
λµωαβ ,
(
P
(0)
WS
)λµ
αβ
=
1√
D − 1 ω
λµθαβ , (36)
It turns out that single and double poles of (32) at  = 0 cancel out exactly such that
〈W µν(x)Wαβ(y)〉 is analytic at  = 0 and contains only one single pole at  = m2 in the
spin-1 sector. In order to check the particle content of SW we look at the saturated two point
amplitude
AW (k) = T
∗
µν(k) 〈W µν(−k)Wγβ(k)〉T γβ(k)
= − 2 i
k2(k2 +m2)
(
kǫT ∗ǫµθ
µνkλTλν + · · ·
)
(37)
9
where Tµν(k) are symmetric sources which are analytic functions of the momentum. The
dots stand for analytic functions at k2 = −m2. It is instructive to compare (37) with the
corresponding amplitude of the Maxwell-Proca theory:
AMP(k) = Jjµ(k) 〈Aµ(−k)Aν(k)〉 Jν(k)
= i
(
J∗µ(k)θ
µνJν(k)
k2 +m2
+
J∗µ(k)ω
µνJν
m2
)
(38)
As in (37) the pole at k2 = 0 cancels out in (38). The imaginary part of the residue at
k2 = −m2 is positive as expected:
Rm = ℑ lim
k2→−m2
(
k2 +m2
)
AProca(k) = J
∗
t · Jt (39)
where Jt is the transverse part of the source, k · Jt = 0. Choosing kµ = (m, 0, 0) it becomes
clear that J∗t · Jt = |J1t |2 + |J2t |2 > 0. Analogously, identifying kλTλµ ↔ Jµ it is easy to see
that Rm = ℑ limk2→−m2 (k2 +m2)Aw(k) > 0. Therefore, both SW and SProca have exactly the
same particle content, one massive spin-1 mode in a D-dimensional space-time (D ≥ 2). In
D = 3 + 1 the action SW has appeared before in [15] as a special case of a general expression
for a second-order action quadratic in symmetric rank-2 tensors and restricted to be unitary.
Here we are showing that SW is dual to to the Proca theory for any D. The linear terms in
the source Jµ, after the trivial shifts in Wµν and Aµ in (29) and (30), reveal the dual map
Aµ ↔ −
√
2
m
∂νWνµ (40)
which allows us to compute correlation functions in the Maxwell-Proca theory from the SW
action. Conversely, the correlations of the fundamental field Wµν can be obtained from the
Maxwell-Proca theory via the map
Wµν ↔
√
2
m
[
ηµν∂ · A− ∂(µAν)
]
(41)
which could be derived by introducing sources forWµν , see (8). Those maps are similar to (26)
and (27). As before, the correlation functions in the dual theories must match up to contact
terms. We can give a simple argument to show the consistency of (40) and (41) as follows.
Substituting the left hand side of (41) in (40) we get the Maxwell-Proca equation of motion
(45). From an integral of a total (functional) derivative
∫
DA δ
δA(x1)
[
ei SA(x2) · · ·A(xN )
]
= 0 (42)
where symbolically S =
∫
dDxAOˆA/2, we can derive
〈
OˆA(x1)A(x2) · · ·A(xN )
〉
= 0 whenever
x1 6= xj for all j = 2, · · · , N . So the equation of motion OˆA = 0 is enforced in the correlation
functions if we neglect coinciding points (contact terms), which is exactly when the dual maps
are supposed to hold.
Regarding the classical equivalence between the Maxwell-Proca theory and the SW model,
from the equations of motion:
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δSW
δW µν
= ∂ν∂
αWµα + ∂µ∂
αWνα +m
2
(
ηµν
W
D − 1 −Wµν
)
= 0 (43)
we can derive ∂µ∂νWµν = −m2W/(2(D − 1)) and
 (∂αWνα)− ∂ν
(
∂α∂βWαβ
)−m2∂αWαν = 0 (44)
which is equivalent to the Maxwell-Proca equation with the identification (40):
Aν − ∂ν (∂ ·A)−m2Aν = 0 (45)
From (45) we can derive the transverse condition ∂ · A = 0 and the Klein-Gordon equation
( − m2)Aµ = 0 which describe a spin-1 massive particle. Since (44) has been derived
from (43) by applying a derivative one might wonder whether the general solution of (43)
contains more information than the transverse condition and the Klein-Gordon equation. In
order to answer that question we start with a general Ansatz for a symmetric rank-2 tensor:
Wµν = ∂µfν + ∂νfµ +W
(T )
µν where W
(T )
µν is given in (13) and fµ is arbitrary. From (44), which
follows from (43), we deduce ∂µ∂νWµν = 0, consequently due to ∂
µ∂νWµν = −m2W/(2(D−1)),
which also follows from (43), we have W = 0. So, back in (43) we conclude that Wµν is purely
longitudinal, i.e., W
(T )
µν = 0. Substituting Wµν = ∂µfν +∂νfµ in (43) we obtain the third order
equation
(
−m2) ∂(µfν) + ∂µ∂ν (∂ · f) = 0 (46)
From W = 0 we deduce ∂ · f = 0 and from (46) we have ∂µgν + ∂νgµ = 0 where gµ ≡
(−m2) fµ. Assuming that the fields vanish at infinity, the solution is gµ = 0. Consequently,
we conclude that (43) describes a massive spin-1 particle and nothing else in agreement with
our pole analysis of (32). In the appendix we perform the Dirac-Bergman constraints analysis
for SW . We end up with D − 1 degrees of freedom and a positive definite Hamiltonian as
required for a unitary massive spin-1 particle.
Since we have rescaledWµν →
√
2Wµν/m it is worth looking at the massless limit of SW . At
m = 0 we have the local gauge invariance δΛW
µν = ǫµα1···αD−2δǫνβ1···βD−2γ∂δ∂γΛ[α1···αD−2][β1···βD−2].
By adding a symmetry breaking term with an arbitrary coefficient λ we have
Lm=0W = (∂νWµν)2 +
λ
2
(∂µW )2 (47)
which allows us to obtain
〈W µν(x)Wαβ(y)〉m=0 = −

2P
(1)
SS

+
(
P
(0)
SW + P
(0)
WS
)

√
D − 1 −
P
(0)
WW

−
(
2 +
λ
D − 1
)
P
(0)
SS
λ


µν
αβ
(48)
It contains single and double poles at  = 0. However, if we add a source term and require
gauge invariance δΛ (WµνT
µν) = 0, the source (in momentum space) must be of the form
T µν(k) = kµJν(k) + kνJµ(k) where Jµ does not need to be conserved. The saturated (gauge
11
invariant) two-point amplitude gets contribution only from the P
(1)
SS and P
(0)
WW pieces (which
are λ-independent). At the end the poles cancel out and we are left with an analytic function:
Am=0W (k) =
i
2
T ∗µν(k) 〈W µν(−k)Wαβ(k)〉SW (m=0) T αβ(k) = −2 i J∗µ(k)Jµ(k) . (49)
Thus, the m = 0 limit of SW has no particle content in any dimension D. This is in agreement
with the study of [15] for the case D = 3 + 1. In the Hamiltonian formalism one can show
that SW at m = 0 has enough first class constraints to gauge away all degrees of freedom.
4 Conclusion
We have reviewed the usual duality between a 1-form and a (D− 3)-form (massless case) and
between a 1-form and a (D−2)-form (massive case) in subsections 2.1 and 3.1 respectively. We
have established a local dual map in both cases, see (5) and the pair (26) and (27) respectively.
They allow us to calculate correlation functions of local physical quantities in one theory in
terms of the dual quantities in the dual theory, up to contact terms.
In subsection 2.2, starting from a master action recently obtained in [8], we have derived
a fourth order (in derivatives) dual model to the Maxwell theory in arbitrary D-dimensions.
In particular, in D = 2+1 the corresponding dual theory is the massless limit, see [11], of the
linearized new massive gravity of [7]. Once again we have determined a dual map between
gauge invariants in both theories.
Remarkably, a naive curved space version of the master action of [8] leads, on one hand to
the Maxwell action plus an interacting term with the Ricci tensor (RµνA
µAν). On the other
hand, the “dual theory” (21) (neglecting higher than fourth order terms) corresponds in D = 4
to a critical gravity theory which was recently found in [9]. It contains curvature square terms
with fine tuned coefficients plus a fine-tuned cosmological term and the usual Einstein-Hilbert
action. The linearized theory around an AdS background contains [10] Proca modes (spin-1)
whose mass matches exactly the one obtained here via master action. However, a remark is
in order. Namely, the linearized AdS critical gravity of [9] contains also spin-2 modes [10]. It
is not clear how our naive generalization of the master action of [8] to curved spaces could be
improved in order to encompass the spin-2 modes appropriately on both sides of the duality.
In subsection 3.2 we have generalized the flat space master action of [8] by adding an
explicit mass term for the vector field (Proca term). Integrating over the vector field we have
obtained a second order dual theory to the Maxwell-Proca action in terms of a symmetric
rank-2 tensor. We have found the dual map between those models in arbitrary D-dimensional
flat space-time with D ≥ 2 and checked that the dual theory indeed shares the same particle
content of the Maxwell-Proca theory by analyzing the analytic structure of the symmetric
tensor propagator. In the appendix we confirm that one has (D − 1) degrees of freedom in
the Hamiltonian approach by running the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm. We also show that the
Hamitonian is definite positive. The massless limit of this higher-rank description of spin-1
particles has no particle content.
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6 Appendix
Here, we analyze the Hamiltonian constraints generated by the massive action (31) , dual to
the Maxwell-Proca model in D-dimensions.
SinceWµν = Wνµ, in order to avoid unnecessary constraints we work only with independent
phase space variables Wµν and π
µν with µ ≤ ν. From the Lagrangian density,
L = ∂νWµν∂αW µα + m
2
2
(WµνW
µν − W
2
D − 1)
= −(−∂0W00 + ∂iW0i)2 + (−∂0W0i + ∂jWij)2 + m
2
2
(WµνW
µν − W
2
D − 1), (50)
we can calculate the conjugated momenta:
π00 =
∂L
∂(∂0W00)
≈ 2(−∂0W00 + ∂iW0i) =⇒ ∂0W00 = −π
00
2
+ ∂iW0i, (51)
π0i =
∂L
∂(∂0W0i)
≈ −2(−∂0W0i + ∂jWij) =⇒ ∂0W0i = π
0i
2
+ ∂jWij , (52)
πij =
∂L
∂(∂0Wij)
≈ 0 ; i ≤ j (53)
In (53) we have D(D−1)
2
primary constraints. Now, we can calculate the canonical Hamiltonian:
Hc =
∫
dD−1x[π00∂0W00 + π
0i∂0W0i + π
ij∂0Wij −L], (54)
Hc =
∫
dD−1x[−(π
00)2
4
+ π00∂iW0i +
(π0i)2
4
+ π0i∂jWij − m
2
2
(WµνW
µν − W
2
D − 1)] (55)
The total Hamiltonian is:
Ht = Hc +
∫
dD−1xλijπ
ij. (56)
Where the sums above exist only for i ≤ j. Using the canonical Poisson brackets for the
D(D − 1) phase space variables:
{Wµν(x),W ρλ(y)} = 0; {πµν(x), πρλ(y)} = 0; {Wµν(x), πρλ(y)} = δρµδλν δ(x− y) (57)
We have the secondary constraints:
χlk ≡ π˙lk = ∂kπ0l + ∂lπ0k + 2m2Wlk ≈ 0 ; l < k , (58)
χk ≡ π˙kk = ∂kπ0k +m2(Wkk − W
D − 1) ≈ 0 ; k = 1, 2, · · ·D − 1 (59)
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In (59) there is no sum over k. The consistency conditions χ˙lk =
{
χlk, Ht
} ≈ 0 fix the
coefficients λlk , l < k and do not generate new constraints. while χ˙
k = 0 determines all λkk
(no sum) except the sum λjj. This can be easily seen from the combination
χ ≡
D−1∑
k=1
χk = ∂jπ0j +m2W00 ≈ 0 (60)
The consistency equation χ˙ ≈ 0 leads to another (tertiary) constraint:
χ˙ ≈
(
∇2 − m
2
2
)
π00 −m2∂iW0i ≡ φ ≈ 0 (61)
where ∇2 = ∂j∂j . Finally, rewriting φ˙ ≈ 0 with the help of (59) and (60) we have:
W = −W00 +Wjj ≈ 0 (62)
From W ≈ 0 the constraint χk ≈ 0 can be written as (no sum)
∂kπ0k +m2Wkk ≈ 0 , k = 1, 2, · · ·D − 1 (63)
In summary, adding up (53),(58),(59),(61) and (63) we have D(D − 1) + 2 independent
second class constraints. Thus, we end up with 2(D− 1) unconstrained phase space variables
which correspond to (D − 1) degrees of freedom as expected for a massive spin-1 particle in
D-dimensions. In particular, we can eliminate all variables in term of (W0k, π
0j). Back in the
total Hamiltonian, after some cancelations we have:
Ht =
∫
dD−1x
[
m2
∂jW0j (∇2 − 3m2/4) ∂jW0j(∇2 − m2
2
)2 +m2W0jW0j
+
(π0j)
2
4
+
∑
j<k
(
∂jπ0k − ∂kπ0j)2
4m2
]
. (64)
Decomposing W0j =W
T
j +W
L
j , where
W Tj = θjkW0k ; W
L
j = ωjkW0k , (65)
we can rewrite Ht in a explicitly definite positive form as expected from our proof of unitarity
Ht =
∫
dD−1x
[
m4
4
WLj (m
2 −∇2)WLj(∇2 − m2
2
)2 +m2W Tj W Tj
+
(π0j)
2
4
+
∑
j<k
(
∂jπ0k − ∂kπ0j)2
4m2
]
. (66)
The positiveness of the first term in (66) can be checked by integrating by parts the factor ∇2
in the numerator or by going to the momentum space (Fourier transform). Notice that the
poles at ∇2 = 0 present in the projection operators θij and ωij cancel out in (66) in agreement
with (64).
We have checked that, by using the appropriate Dirac brackets, the reduced phase space
Hamiltonian (66) leads indeed to the equations of motion (43).
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